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About This Game

The toughest arcade challenge yet. Insert coin if you dare.

Silly Squadron is a retro-futuristic take on Space Invaders, the arcade classic from 1978. It has all the Soiree ingredients you're
craving for: fast action, addictive gameplay, strange boss fights (including a mighty middle-aged man) and a seriously

sumptuous soundtrack.

Commandeer a variety of cannons, each offering unique qualities and/or weapons systems

Team up with a buddy in local co-op (or tag team with your CPU if you are friendless)

Watch out for kamikaze beta males, master cucks, and a dozen more special enemies
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Befriend invaders to have them join you as meat-shields in the next level

Clear seven worlds of enemies to enter Deluge, the hardest single non-stop level in any arcade game, ever! (even the
pause-mode is disabled in Deluge)
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Alien Breed comes in "3 Episodes" and if you like games like the Free2Play game Alien Swarm then you should try all three
Episodes of Alien Breed. That would Be:

Alien Breed: Impact
Alien Breed: Assault
Alien Breed: Descent

Can recommend. Only flaw i found was the Co-op part of the game, its a stand alone four diffrent missions that you can play,
and not the main campaign played in Co-op (Sadly). Later games even have survival mode.. This Locomotive is a joy to dive,
Reppo have outdone themselves again.
the E-33\/EF-4 is excellently modelled and wonderfully textured, and complex with its controls.

however there is one glaring problem with the sounds with this addon.
the sound of the wheel flanges and rail clacks are the same annoying screech and bangs from the wood-head Class 76&77
and the regenerative braking is also reused and sounds so week for a big and hefty locomotive.

another annoyance form this add on, (this does not detract form the actual quality of the loco), is it only comes in the New
haven paint scheme, when the E-33 also supported Conrail and Pen Central paint schemes on the NEC. (and the Virginian, but
with no route to represent this scheme, its not needed). Not a ATC sim so this makes it an arcade ATC game. Tons of fun when
the jets start stacking up on the taxiway while 10 birds are incoming for landing.. Fun side scrolling platformer. Reminds me a
lot of Shadow Complex and Mega Man. Love it. Just wished it wouldn't randomly crash so much!

Not really a bad story either. Fairly easy to keep track of.. Just make low latency servers, please. I have faith in this game.. I
expected this game to be OK, but it is actually very fun and enjoyable. The graphics and environment are pleasing, the story is
engaging, and the combat is satisfying. There are some minor pathing issues here and there, but this is not much of a problem.
Overall, a surprisingly solid game.
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Minimum 9-hours required to finish it, as I could see the ending after 9 Platonic Paranoia hours:) I really liked the game with
the story and the environment. The connection between the story and the puzzles is awesome!

Some notes about the game:
- Amazing story
- Different kind of puzzles
- Dialogues with enough time-length (not boring but sufficient to understand the story)
- 5+1 chapters to see the final scene
- Some questions are not answered yet (good strategy for the 2nd game)
- Lovely soundtracks. This is a really curious 'experience' / interactive art game / toy. It says it is a puzzle game but mostly it is a
bit of a treasure hunt. Clicking things until you find the thing you have to click next and enjoying the interactions. The music
and graphics are all really nice and the way you progress through each level is quite satisfying. The controls are a little but
clunky. With a mouse the rotating interactions feel really awkward and you don't get the camera controls. With a controller it
feels slower and less precise. If you have both then I'd go with the controller. Be a little careful with using the playtime to guage
how much gameplay there is here. I finished the game in about 2 hours but there were still cards to collect so I left it running a
little longer.. G A R B A G E. This game proves that 3D platformers are alive and well with interesting levels and music.
However the kicking can be a bit delayed at times, though this does not afffect my overall experience with the game. I hope that
this game will continue to get better over time.. Brain hurt depending on your energy level you are feeling the moments you play
this... otherwise it is ok... sale item though. pretty good game. The campaign mode is fun and gameplay resembles RE5's, though
a little more fluid (not realistic though it could be considered better). The M+K controls are pretty awesome too. Raid mode will
increase the amount of juice you'll be able to get out of the game, it's equally entertaining and it can be played online. Raid
Characters DLC might be worth it, but I'm not sure about the handguns (at least not all of them). It has it's moments, but for the
most part it's just frustrating.

Poor scripting, buggy encounters. There is no autosave worth mentioning (it happens once in a blue moon) so you can often lose
hours of play if you forget to save often and in different slots.

The worst part though is the scripts are on such tight rails that even the slightest deviation means game over as your mothership
inexplicably explodes.

In short: Lots of potential, mostly wasted. A frustrating and disappointing experience.
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